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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a new method for the problem of testing for randomness against he 
alternative of ARMA dependence. We give the asymptotic law of our statistic under the null hy- 
pothesis and under the alternative hypothesis. Our method is based on a new measure of 
information between two stationary stochastic processes. As an application, we also derive a test 
for a simple hypothesis in the autoregressive case and in the ARMA case. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In order to compare two spectral densities q0 and q0', we introduced in a recent work 
(Mokkadem 1993, 1994) a new parameter: 
1/: 1 log ~0/~o' log ~ p/~o'. (1) 
2n x 
In particular, we used this parameter to construct a white-noise test for time series (by 
taking (y = l ). 
In the present paper we use a statistic associated with this parameter to test lbr 
randomness against ARMA alternatives and also to test a simple hypothesis for AR 
and ARMA process. 
The problem of testing for randomness against other types of dependence is in- 
vestigated in a non-time-series context -  by Hotelling and Pabst (1936) and Wald 
and Wolfowitz (1943). The first systematic study of the problem in a time-series con- 
text is due to Bell et al. (1970). Some other contributions are Dufour (1982), Dufour 
et al. (1982), Govindarajulu and Dwass (1983) and Taniguchi and Kondo (1993). 
The problem of testing for randomness against more usual types of dependence (AR, 
MA, ARMA) is considered in Anderson (1971), Gupta and Govindarajulu (1980) and 
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Bartels (1982) for the ARMA(1,1) alternative. A systematic study using serial rank 
procedures, is due to Hallin et al. (1985) where a test is derived for randomness against 
ARMA(p ,q)  alternative with specified p and q. 
Our approach is different; we test randomness against ARMA alternative and we 
assume in the alternative the orders to be bounded by some given integers p and q. 
Our statistic is a simple functional of the AR spectral estimate and our assumptions 
are usual and less restrictive. 
Our result is also applied to goodness of fit test in the AR and ARMA case. 
Our test can be compared to the likelihood ratio test or to the portmanteau test. 
The method we present has a great computational advantage against the likelihood 
ratio approach and some simulations show that our test is better than the popular 
portmanteau test. 
In Section 2 of the paper we introduce the notations and assumptions. In Section 3 
we present our method and we state the main results. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs. 
In Section 5, we give some simulations. 
2. Notations and assumptions 
Throughout his paper, N will denote the number of observations. We shall omit the 
subscript N in our notations but it will appear in the statement of the results. 
2.1. A measure o f  information 
Given two spectral densities (p and (p~ on the unit-circle T we define (when the 
integrals exist) 
if M(~p, q~') = log ~ (p(ei°~)/~ot(e iC° ) dco-  ~ log - -  do). (2) ~p'(e i°~) 
This quantity introduced in Mokkadem (1993, 1994) is like a measure of information 
and appears as a modified Kullback information in the Gaussian case; however, it is 
more adapted to derive useful tests. Some of the fundamental properties of M(tp, q9 ~) 
are the following. 
Property 1. M(q~, ~p') is non-negative and M(q~, ~p~)= 0 if and only if ~p/~p~ = constant 
almost everywhere (~p/~p~ = constant everywhere when ~p and cp p are continuous). 
In particular for tp '= 1, M(~p, ~o ~) = 0 if and only if ~p = constant almost everywhere; 
this property is the main tool to derive a white-noise test. 
Property 2. For any positive real numbers s and s', M(sq~,s'q/)=M(q~, o'). 
This property is useful in computation. 
Property 3. M(~p, ~p') = M(q~/~p', 1 ). 
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This means that some tests to compare ~o and qo / can be related to white-noise tests; 
we shall use this property to give a test for AR and ARMA processes. 
2.2. Notat ions and assumptions 
Let 0;t), t~Z,  be a sequence of real zero-mean independent and identically 
distributed random variables with finite variance a 2 and finite fourth-order moment 
~14 ::E(~:~). We consider the real ARMA process (X)=(Xt ) ,  t ~Z, defined by 
P q 
X,- Z akXt_,. =ct - ~'~' bket-/,-, (3) 
k- I  k - I  
here we do not assume ap ~ 0 or bq 4: O, and then p and q are only upper bounds 
for the order of  the ARMA process (X). We denote, respectively, by 
and 
P(z ) = 1 - a lz . . . . .  apz p (4) 
Q(z)  = 1 - blz . . . .  bqz q, 
the autoregressive and the moving average polynomials. 
Let h =-cr21Q]Z/2x]P] 2, be the spectral density of (Y). 
(5) 
and 
Let us denote by 7(k), k E Z, the autocovariance function of (X), (7 (k)= E(XoXk))  
and by F~ the covariance matrix [7 ( i -  j)]l<.i,j<~,, where r = max(p,q + 1). 
Let :~ = (:q . . . . .  :~r)' and 72 be the solutions of the Yule-Walker equations 
F,. ,~ = ?'r (6) 
7 2 =7(0) -  2'7,-, (7) 
where 7, = (7(1), 7(2) . . . . .  7@))'- (In our notations, A' is the transpose of A). We call 
the polynomial 
R(z)  = 1 ~lZ . . . . .  C~rZ r, (8) 
the Yule-Walker polynomial of  order r of (X) and the function 
,p(z ) = ( ~2 /2rOIR(z )l- < (9) 
the AR spectral density of  order r of (X). We also put 
LR1-2:4,. (101 
If  we replace the covariances 7(k), k = 0 . . . . .  r, in (6) and (7) by the corresponding em- 
pirical covariances 9 (k ) :N  - l  v 'N-kxX i+k  based on N observations XI,X2, X~,, 
Z.~i=I  l • ' • , , 
Assumption (A). We assume that all the roots and poles of Q/P lie outside the unit 
disk. 
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we obtain the Yule-Walker estimator ~ of c~, ?2 of Z 2, the estimated Yule-Walker 
polynomial of  order r of  (X) 
R(z)  = 1 - dlZ . . . . .  ~rZ r (11) 
and the corresponding estimators qb and ~ of q~ and 0. 
In the special case q = 0 and r = p ((X) is an AR process) c~ is the so-called Yule- 
Walker estimator of a = (al, a2 . . . . .  ap) r. 
We need some other notations. 
Let Pk = f r  elks° ~ (ei°)) do,  fik = f r  eikC° q~(ei°)) do,  p = (p,,  P2 . . . . .  Pr)' and fi = (fi,, 
t~2 . . . . .  ¢3r)'; clearly, pk=2~7(k) / z  2 and f ik=2~3(k) /?2  for k=0,  1 . . . . .  r. 
From (6) and (7), we see that p (resp. fi) is a rational function of 7°=(7(0) ,7(1) ,  
y(2) . . . . .  7@))' (resp. 3°); we will write p = G(7 °) (resp. fi = G(3°))  and denote by J 
the Jacobian matrix of G and by J1 the first row of J .  
We can now present our method and results. 
3. The method and the main results 
3.1. Test fo r  randomness 
Let us denote by H0 the null hypothesis under which the sequence (X) is a sequence 
of i.i.d, random variables and by H1 the altemative under which (X) is an ARMA 
process with order bounded by (p ,q) .  The construction of our test is based on the 
following discussion. 
Since (X) is causal we can write Xt = ~k~_0 9k~t-k (where 90 = 1 ) and the spectral 
density h of (Y) is h(ei~°)= (a2/2r01~__0 gkeik~°[2; if (Y) is i.i.d, then (Y) is a white 
V-" oc eik~ onoise, and thus h is constant. Conversely, if h is constant hen Z-~k=0 9k is constant; 
since }-~k~09keik°)= Q(ei~°)/P(e i~) is rational and satisfies the roots assumption (A), 
it follows from Fejer-Riesz theorem (see, Azencott and Dacunha-Castelle, 1986, 
Theorem 4.6, p. 79) that Q(ei°~)/P(e i°~) is constant. This means that 9o = 1 and 9k = 0 
for k~>l, thus, X t=et  and (X) is i.i.d. Consequently, (X) is i.i.d, if and only if h is 
constant and then if and only if 7 (k )=0 for k~> 1. 
But since r= max(p ,q  + 1), we have (see, Brockwell and Davis, 1991) for k>~r 
7(k )=a lT (k  1 )+a27(k  - 2) +- - .  +apT(k  - p),  (12) 
and thus 7 (k )=0 for k~>l if and only if y (k )=0 for k= 1,2 . . . . .  r. 
Now looking at the polynomial R defined in (8), we note that 7@)= 0 for k = 1,2, 
. . . .  r, if and only if R = 1 and thus, if and only if 0 = constant. As an immediate 
conclusion we obtain 
H0 is true if and only if M(~k, 1) = 0 
(note that M(~9, 1)=M(~o, 1) by Property 2). 
For simplicity M(~9, 1) is denoted by M and M(~,  1) by ~/. 
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The test is now obvious: we reject Ho if ~7/> 6 for some 6 > 0; the asymptotic level 
and power are obtained from our following main results. (Throughout he paper 
denotes convergence in distribution). 
Theorem 3.1.1. Under Ho, N~I  ~ z2(r). 
4-~(M - M ) 
Under H1, ~ N(0, 1 ), 
v'x/P)--AJ'v 
where v (v0, Vl . . . . .  v~)', v0=P0 I - do/2~, vk----dk/rc Jbr k=l ,2  . . . . .  r, d~== 
1 2r~ ~ eik°) R e i°'~ ) 2 do  ( / ) fT ] ( • [ and fo r  j ,  l = O, 1 . . . . .  r, 
= 4n JD cos(lee) cos(jee)h2(e io) de) Aft 
with ~:4 = ~t4 - 3a 4. 
Remark.  Other expressions of A are given in Anderson (1971) and Brockwell and 
Davis (1991); A is the asymptotic ovariance matrix of ~o = (~(0), ~(1) . . . . .  ;-(r))'. 
The following proposition justifies why we write a quotient in Theorem 3.1.2. 
Proposition 3.1.3. v'JAJ~v = 0 i f  and only i f  Ho is true. 
The variance v~JAJ~v can be written m another way: 
Proposition 3.1.4. v ' JA J '  v = po2Jl A J(. 
However, it is easier to prove Proposition 3.1.3 with v~JAJ/v. 
There is a connection between the test statistic M, the sample autocovariances and the 
sample partial autocorrelations ( ee Brockwell and Davis, 1991) for the definition of the 
sample partial autocorrelations); this connection is stated in the following proposition 
whose proof is easy: 
Proposition 3.1.5. 
(i) M = log(~(0) )  - log(~)(0) - ~' ;3~), 
r ^2 (ii) :~¢ -~ j= l  log(1 - Ojj), 
where ~iJ is the sample part ia l  autocorrelation at la.q j. 
Theorem 3.1.2. 
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Proof. (i) is a straight consequence of the definition of A~¢. By the Durbin-Levinson 
algorithm (see Brockwell and Davis, 1991), it follows that 
r 
~( O) -~t  ~r__H(1  __q~j2j. ) 
~(o) j=l 
and thus (ii) follows from (i). 
3.2. Testing hypothesis on the parameters of autoregressive process 
Here we assume that q = 0 and then (X) is an AR process whose order is bounded 
by p: 
P 
Xt - Z akXt-k = ~t. (13) 
k=l 
Let c=(cl  ..... Cp) be a given sequence of real numbers; let us denote by H0 the 
null hypothesis under which a = c and H1 the non-null hypothesis under which a ¢ c. 
Set Yt =Xt -  ~P-1 ckXt-k (with a modification of the index, we can assume 
Xl-p . . . . .  Xo observable); we have then 
P P 
Yt - -EakYt_k :e t - -Zcket_k ,  (14) 
k=l k 1 
and thus (Y)=(Yt),  tCZ, is an ARMA process. Clearly, (Y) is a white noise if and 
only if H0 is true. 
Let Rc be the Yule-Walker polynomial of  order r = p + 1 of (Y) and ~bc = IRcl-2; 
let ~ the estimate of ~b~., M(c)=M(~,  1) and M(c)  =M(~. ,  1). In the same way, we 
can define Jc, A~. and vc for the process (Y). 
As a straight consequence of the previous theorems we obtain 
Theorem 3.2.1. 
Under H0, NA~/(c) ~ •2(r). 
v~(~(c)  - M(c ) )  
Under H1, ~ N(0, 1 ) 
V/ #cJc AcJ ~ v~. 
and v~JcAcJ~cvc = 0 if and only if H0 is true. 
Remark.  As in Theorem 3.1.2 the variance under H1 can be written using 
Proposition 3.1.4. 
3.3. Testing hypothesis for ARMA process 
We return to the ARMA process (X) defined by (3) and satisfying Assumption (A). 
Let Po(z)= 1-a°z . . . . .  a°o zp° and Qo(z)= 1-b°z . . . . .  b°oz q° be two polynomials 
such that Po(z)Qo(z) ~ 0 for Iz] ~< 1. We want to test the null hypothesis H0 under which 
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Q/P= Qo/Po against the alternative H1 under which Q/P ¢ Qo/Po. This is not a test 
on the parameters of  (X); however, if P and Q (resp. Po and Q0) have no common 
factor, the test of Ho becomes a test on the canonical parameters of (X). 
Let (Y )= (Yt), t E Z, be the process defined by 
qo Po 
Yt -Zb°Yt -k :Xt -Za°X l  k. (15) 
/,- -- I k= l  
Clearly, (Y) is an ARMA process; its autoregressive polynomial is QoP and its 
moving average polynomial is PoQ. The order of (Y) is bounded by (p + qo, q + po). 
It is obvious that H0 is true if and only if (Y) is a white noise process; thus, the 
test of H0 against H1 is equivalent o the test for randomness of (Y). 
Unfortunately, (Y) is not observable and we have to approximate it. As we have 
seen, using a change of index, we can assume X1 po,-..,X0 observable; to approximate 
(Y), let us define 
Zt=0 for t= l -qo  .... ,0 (16) 
and 
Po q0 
o Z b~Zt_k Zt = X, - ~ a~Xt-k + o 
k=l  k=l 
fbr t~>l. (17) 
Set t h = Yt - Zt then t/t satisfies the recurrence quation 
qo 
k=l  
for t~>l. 
Therefore, using the classical theory of recurrence quations and the fact that Qo(z)¢ 0 
for Iz I ~< 1, we obtain 
I~,1 :o(~'~*) a.s., 
where 0<~< 1 and t/* ---II(t/l_q ....... 70)'[t. 
Define now for k ~> 0, 
N -k  N k 
?,(k)=E(YoYk), ~(k)=X-"~-'~ YtYi+ k and ~(k)=X-' Z Z~Z~+k; 
i : :1  ,"-- I 
then a simple calculation gives 
Proposition 3.3.1. 19(k) - ~(k )q : O(N  -~ ) a.s .  
Let r = max(p+qo,  q+po+ 1 ) and consider the Yule-Walker equations of order r for 
the process (Y); if we replace 7(k), k = 0 . . . . .  r by ~(k) in these equations we obtain an 
estimate z7 of ~ = (cq . . . . .  c~r) and thus, estimators -Ro of the Yule-Walker polynomial 
of order r of  (Y), Ro(z)= 1 - ~lz . . . . .  ~rz r and ~o = 1/}o] 2 of qJ0 = tRo[ -2. Let 
Mo = M(~9o, 1 ) and ~¢0 = M(qJo, 1 ); clearly, Mo = 0 if and only if Ho is true. 
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As in the AR case, we define the matrices J(o), A(o) and V(o) for the process (Y). 
Our result follows: 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let r=max(p + qo, q + Po + 1), then 
Under Ho, N&¢o =~ z2(r). 
V~(/~¢o - MO) Under Ha, =~ N(0, 1 ) 
~ /V~o >J( o ) A( o >Jilo > V( o ) 
and V~o)J(o)A(o)J(o)V(o)= 0 if and only if H0 is true. 
Remark. Here again, the variance has another expression using Proposition 3.1.4. 
4. Proofs 
We need some lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Pk = fT eik~ ~t(ek°)d°9 and Pk = fT  eik~° I~(ei~n) din, then 
v/N(~ - p) =v N(O, JAJ'), 
where p = (Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pr) ' ,  fi = (/91' P2 . . . .  '/~r)' and 
= 4rt / cos(/m) cos(jm)hZ(e i°~) do) A j/ 
+ ~-4 / cos( lm )h( ei'° ) dm fT COs( jm )h( ei°~ ) do) 
with •4 =#4 - 364, for j , l=0 ,  1 . . . . .  r. 
Proof. As we have seen p = G(vr) and f = G(Jr) where G is rational with Jacobian 
matrix J. We know that (see Anderson, 1971) 
V/-'N( Jr -- 7r)=~ N(O, A) 
thus, we have 
x/N(/~ - p) =:~ N(0,JAJ'). 
In the same way we have: 
Lemma 4.2. Let ~=(~1 ..... ar)' and ~=(~l ..... ~r)' then 
x/N(~ - a) =~ N(0,AAA'), 
where A is the Jacobian matrix of the rational function ~=H(Tr°). [] 
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Lemma 4.3. There exists a sequence q f  random variables ZN such that 
N [ (~(e  i~°) - ~(ei°J)) 2dco<~Zx 
dr 
and 
153 
lim (& + SR)2 - -  4S2 
^4 4 - -  v, a.s. N SRSR S] 
Applying Lemma 4.2, it follows that 
NIl&- c~tl 2 ~ 112112, 
where Z ~ N(0,AAA') and this completes the proof of the lemma. E~ 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2 We have 
;t-M=log2f~,-iog~fO-(~flog~,-~JlogO ) 
Using Taylor's expansion formula, we get 
(~0, o )2 
1 [ frtf~sT+ ~1 - -  + jo ( ( , ,O) ( ( , -  O)L 
(18) 
ZN ~v l I z l l  2 , 
where v & a constant and Z & a normal random vector. 
Proof. We can write 
f (~ _ 0)2 ~ / (1~1 + lel~2(l~l_ iRi)2 
IDI41RI 4 
Let sR=infr[R[, SR=SuprlR [ and dR, SR the corresponding quantities for /7; we 
have 
i.l  
s~s 4 
f (& +&)2. r N (~_0)2~< -~2~- N [ [R -R I  2 
S R S R J 
<~ (~R + &)2 x ' ( ~k - c~k )2. 
^4 4 SR SR ~1 
We call ZN the right-hand term. 
Since the process is ergodic we have limN ~ = 7, a.s., and then, limx S'~R =SR, a.s., 
and limx SR = SR, a.s.; this leads to 
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where Po = f ~(ei~) do~, rio = f ~(ei'°) de° and O(x,z) satisfies O(x,z) = 1/(2y 2) with 
min(x,z)<~y<~max(x,z); in particular, IO(x,z)l<~ 1/(2X 2) + 1/(2z2). 
Let us denote the second-order terms by 
1/ E, = ~ 0(~, 0)(~ - ~)2 
and by 
o,) E2=O \~ 
We have 
/(, ') , /~e ,  .< (3/2=) ~-~ + 2-~ (~ - ,/o 2 
(x/-~/4=)(sup]kl4 + suplRI4) f (~  _ ~)z. 
We have seen that 
lim(supl~[ 4 + sup]RI4)=2SJ a.s. 
N 
and in view of Lemma 4.3 l imN(v/N/4=)f(t~- ~9))2=0 in probability. Thus, 
limN x/-NEI ---- 0 in probability. 
In a similar way, we have 
/"2= 2 2=2 5 v~ f (~_  ~)2 
<<- \ ~2 + pg ) ~¥ 
and since Po is a rational function of 7r, we have limN rio z =po 2 a .s . ;  thus, applying 
Lemma 4.3 again, we obtain limu v~E2 = 0 in probability. 
It remains to look at the first-order terms. 
_ x /~/ ( (~ - ~/ , ) (2=Po '  - 1/~)) 2rr J 
Let v=(vo, vl ..... Vr)' with vo=Po 1 -do/2~ and vk=&/= for k¢O;  we can write 
v~ f((~ _ ~,)(2=po' - 1 /0 ) )  = ~/~v ' (~ - p) ,  
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where p and fi are defined in Lemma 4.1. which implies that 
x /Nv ' (~-  p) ~ N(O,v ' jA j tv )  
and this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.2. L~ 
Proof of Proposit ion 3.1.3 It is easy to see that H0 is true if  and only if v = 0. Clearly, 
v = 0 implies v~JAJ~v = 0; it remains to prove that v~JAJ~v = 0 implies v = 0. 
It is obvious that A is positive; thus, vtJAJ~v = 0 i f  and only if J ' v -  O. 
Let us set h i -  0r2/07(i) for i=  0, 1 ..... ,r. We obtain 
(~P'¢" -- (2~/z4)hiT(k) if i ¢ k 
f)5'(i) 
and 
8Pk _ (2x/r4)(z2 _ hkT(k ) ). 
It follows that 
! 1 J ~ = (2~/z4) (~2v  - (v'7°)h), 
where h = (h0, hi . . . . .  hr) '  and 7 o = (7(0), /(1 ). . . . .  7@)); then J ' v  = 0 implies that v - 2h 
for some real-number 2. 
Now we need a relation between hk and dk. From (7) we have 
h - - ( I , -~ l ,  ~2 . . . . .  -~r ) '  - A'7~, 
where the columns of A are the vectors ?~/~7(i), i=0 ,  l . . . . .  r. Let us compute A'7,.: 
from (6), we obtain 
~'~F,. ~a ( 0 if  i = 0, 
~ + Fr ~7(i) = / cT(i) ei if i ~- 0, 
where ei is the r-dimensional  vector whose components are zero except the ith one 
which is equal to one. We also have 
(')G _ /~ and for i ~: O, cql',. _ Di + Dli 
(')7(0) ~7(i) 
where D is the r-dimensional  Jordan matrix (Dk, t -- 1 if l -- k = 1 and 0 if  l - k ¢ 1 ). 
Let us set li = (OG/~7(i))a,  we obtain 
i~z~ _ f Fr l ei - F r l  li i f i y~0,  
~77(i) [ F~-~lo i f  i=0 ,  
it follows that 
156 
and then 
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Atyr = --  . C~. 
rr 
Noting that ~'Dkc~ = c~'D'k~ and that D r = 0, one gets 
h = (1 + ~'~, -2~1 ÷ 2~'Dlc~ . . . . .  -2C~r-I + 2~'D~-1~, --2~r)'; 
now it follows from an easy computation based on the definition of dk, that 
h = (do, 2dl . . . .  ,2d~)'. 
To conclude, let us assume v # 0 and then 2 ¢ 0. Since vk = dk/rc for k # 0, we have 
either d~ = 0 for k ¢ 0, and this implies that R= 1 and v=0,  or 2 = 1/(2~); in this 
case we obtain, using the definition of v0, 
po 1 -do/2~ = do/2~ and then podo = rt 
which gives 
/ ,R,2 f ,R[-2 = 2rt2; 
now since 
2==flRIIRI-' (/IRle/IRI-2) '/2 
there is a contradiction and thus, v = 0. [~ 
Proof  of Proposition 3.1.4 Since /~ and /'r are positive, it follows that ~(z )#0 
and t / , (z)#0 for ]z I ~< 1 (see Brockwell and Davis, 1991); thus, by Jensen's formula 
(1 / (2r0) f log~= log~(0)  and (1 / (2r t ) ) f log¢=log¢(0) ,  hence, these integrals 
vanish. Using this in the beginning of the proof of the Theorem 3.1.2 we obtain 
~oZJ~AJ( as the asymptotic variance of v /N(~Q-  M)  and then Oo2J1AJ( = v'JAJ'v. 
[] 
Proof  of Theorem 3.1.1 By Proposition 3.1.5. we have N3~¢ = - ~_~ log(1 - q~2); 
using Taylor's expansion formula, we obtain 
r 
N~I=NZ~Z+NZ(1  - - -  2' (19) 
j=l j=l - -  ~ j j )  
where 0 ~< ~jj <<. q5 2. and thus. 
1 ~< 1/(1 - ~j j )2  << 1/(1 - q~):. (20) 
Under the null hypothesis, the NI/2~gjj are asymptotically standard normal (Brockwell 
and Davis, 1991, Theorem 8.1.2) and asymptotically independent (Box et al., 1994, 
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r p. 68); thus, N }-2j=l  (~2j ~ z2(r). It remains to look at the second term of the 
right member of (19). Since the process is ergodic, it follows by the strong law 
of large numbers, that lim~2j =0 a.s. under the null hypothesis; then using (20), 
we have lim ~j / (1 -  ~jj)2 =0 a.s.; since Nq~j~ is asymptotically X2(1), it follows that 
r lim N ~ j  1 ~4/(1 - ~jj)2 = 0 in probability; this completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.1. 
FIJ 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2 We only need Lemmas 4.1-4.3 to be true with tSk,~k,ct~ 
instead of t)k, ~k,dk; but this follows directly from Proposition 3.3.1. 
Remark. Notice that Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 remain valid for any r >~ max( p, q + 1 ). 
5. Simulations 
In order to compare the test/~/ (or 3)) with the portmanteau test, we have simulated 
data X1 . . . . .  AN, from AR and ARMA models. The sequence (et) is taken i.i.d, standard 
normal. The asymptotic theoretical level is always ~ =0.05. For the portmanteau test 
we use the statistic 
r 
Q=n(n  + 2)Z(n  - k)-l~2(k )/~,2(O), 
k=! 
recommended by Davies et al. (1977) and Davies and Newbold (1979) and studied by 
Ljung and Box (1978). 
For both statistics Q and M (or /~)  we take r = 15. 
All simulation experiments are based on 1000 replications under the null hypothesis 
H0 and the non-null hypothesis H1; empirical significance level and empirical powers 
P(Q) and P(M) (or P(A))) are given in Tables 1-3. 
In the first experiment we generate a sample of size N = 50 and N = 512, from an 
AR process Xt +/3Xt-1 = e,t and we test H0:/3 = 0 against Hi: /3 ¢ 0. The statistics used 
are Q and M. We consider small values of/3, 0~</3~<0.2. The results are given in 
Table 1. The empirical evels ~ are in the line /3 = 0.00; we note that ci is less than 
== 0.05 when the sample size is small (N = 50) and is approximately 0.05 for large 
sample (N-  512). In each case P(~/) is, in general, greater than P(Q). 
The second experiment concerns the ARMA( 1,1 ) process X~ +/3Xt_ 1 = ~ + 0e~_ l ; the 
sample size is N = 256 and we test H0:/3 = 0.7, 0 = 0 against Hi: /3 ¢ 0.7 or 0 ¢ 0. The 
statistics used are Q and M. In the simulation study we fix [3 = 0.7 and we consider 
different values of 0. The results in Table 2 show that the empirical evels are near 
0.05; the empirical power P(3)) seems greater than P(Q) for 0~<0.5 and the two 
powers are approximately 1 for greater values of 0. 
In the last experiment, samples of size N = 50 are generated from the ARMA(I,1) 
process Xt + flXt-i = et + Oct-1 and we test H0:/3 = 0.99, 0 = 0 against Hi: /3 ¢ 0.99 or 
0 :¢ 0. We use Q and A~¢ and we take different values for both /3 and 0. The results of 
this experiment, given in Table 3, confirm the result of the first experiment. 
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Table 1 
Empirical powers of M and Q for randomness test when Xt + flXt I = et and fl ~< 0.2 
fl P(A)), N 50 P(0) ,  N=50 P(~/), N=512 P(0) ,  N=512 
0.00 fi = 0.360 a2 - 0.012 ~2 - 0.051 02 - 0.049 
0.01 0.038 0.041 0.053 0.051 
0.02 0.049 0.047 0.074 0.061 
0.03 0.053 0.056 0.083 0.070 
0.04 0.061 0.058 0.097 0.082 
0.05 0.081 0.062 O. 129 0.089 
0.06 0.093 0.071 0.150 0.116 
0.07 0.092 0.073 0.240 O. 127 
0.08 0.101 0.092 0.310 0.149 
0.09 0.114 0.100 0.349 0.180 
0.10 0.121 0.107 0.450 0.214 
0.11 0.134 0.118 0.459 0.251 
0.12 0.139 0.126 0.493 0.288 
0.13 0.159 0.132 0.573 0.352 
0.14 0.161 0.136 0.582 0.457 
0.15 0.221 0.162 0.658 0.582 
O. 16 0.254 O. 169 0.736 0.602 
O. 17 0.278 0.208 0.833 0.632 
O. 18 0.363 0.218 0.902 0.703 
O. 19 0.459 0.236 0.923 0.786 
0.20 0.578 0.293 0.962 0.842 
Table 2 
Empirical powers of ~Q and Q when N = 256, Xt + 0.7Xt-1 et + Oct-1 and we test "fl 0.7, 0 = 0" 
0 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
p(hT/) 6=0.052 0.064 0.197 0.347 0.610 0.864 0.945 0.986 0.998 0.998 1.000 
P(Q) c2 = 0.042 0.055 0.172 0.333 0.582 0.810 0.832 0.946 0.948 0.947 0.991 
Table 3 
Empirical powers of/~¢ and Q when N = 50, Xt - flXt-1 = et - 0et-1 and we test "fl = 0.99, 0 = 0" 
fl 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.80 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.50 0.40 0.30 
0 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 
p(3~¢) ~ = 0.034 0.124 0.496 0.466 0.667 0.786 0.836 0.865 0.866 0.868 
P(Q) c~ = 0.010 0.091 0.247 0.206 0.590 0.654 0.712 0.721 0.730 0.734 
It seems that  genera l ly ,  the  stat ist ic  ~¢ (or  ~¢)  works  better  than  ~); however ,  a good  
level  o f  success  is ach ieved  by  these  stat is t ics  on ly  when the sample  s ize is su f f i c ient ly  
large.  
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